Project
Planning
Services to attain optimum
productivity and manage delays

Don’t lose sleep over project delays...

Rest assured
your project is
on track.

Construction planning a fundamental activity in the management and
execution of construction projects. It involves technology, definition of
work tasks, estimation of the required resources and duration for each
tasks, and the identification of any interactions among the different work
tasks.
A good construction plan is the basic requirement for developing the
budget and schedule for work.
We empower our clients with their project data, ensuring they are always
up-to-date with project progress. Attribute delays to the correct source.
Don’t pay for anyone else’s mistakes with AcePLP’s project planning
services.

Construction

project

management(CPM)

is

the

overall

planning,

coordination, and control of a project from beginning to completion. Let
AcePLP help you produce a functionally and financially viable project
through our suite of planning and recovery services.

Building Information Modelling (BIM)
4D BIM integrates information into your existing 3D model,
allowing simulation of planned construction sequences,
identifying time-based clashes, planning utilization of site
space

and

materials

management.

Get

a

powerful

visualization and communication tool at your fingertips with
AcePLP’s 4D BIM services.

Baseline Development
Getting vital information about project deadlines and
productivity

rates

enables

you

to

plan

your

project toward timely completion. Getting approval
from

your

clients

is

easy

with

our

baseline

development services.

Tracking and Recovery Programme
Tracking your project progress through regular

updating allows you to anticipate and mitigate
delays. If serious delays are imminent, all is not lost.
Develop recovery programmes to minimize the
impact and get your project back on track.

Time Impact Analysis (TIA)
Determine the amount of Extension of Time that should
have been granted at the time an excusable risk occurred.
This report helps you promote negotiation and reach
agreement on delay claims.

Schedule Narrative Solutions
Proper documentation of delays, problems and changes to
baseline helps contractors to build a case and protect
themselves when delays arise. Get full explanation of the
processes and rationale underlying the baseline programme
and all decisions made.

We generate the right programmes and reports to help you make the most of your data.
Consult us today!

AcePLP, an ISO9001:2008 certified company, is an engineering design
service provider offering a range of integrated services to the
Architectural, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industries such as CAD
support, print management, information management and team
development.
AcePLP has advanced the workflow efficiency of AEC projects for more
than 15 years. Our team of specialists undergo rigorous skills training at
ACE Industrial Academy before their deployment to your project.
Our experience in various industries positions us as a leading services
provider. Our expertise covers buildings, railway systems, road works,
water reclamation, shipbuilding, chemical process, oil & gas, in both
commercial and public developments.
Contact us today for a consultation!
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